CHANGE LIST for:
MDOT Traffic and Safety, Traffic Signing - Standard Highway Signs

Located at http://mdotcf.state.mi.us/public/tands/plans.cfm
Located in the “Traffic Signing” Category

**July 2017: **The following updates were made to the website.

Added new R10_23B sign per request

**September 2016: **The following updates were made to the website.

W8-26: Added new “RUMBLE STRIPS AHEAD” sign per request

**July 2016: **The following updates were made to the website.

M4-8c: Added new “DETOUR ENDS” sign per request

**May 2016: **The following updates were made to the website.

M1-6: Added a separate 3 digit route marker figure with dimensions that is wider, similar to the M1-1, M1-2, M1-3, and M1-4. Changed dimensions for 3 digit shield to match the figure for the wider sign. Added rows for dimensions for the Block Letter “M” to match the new sizes.

**September 2015: **The following updates were made to the website.

M8-1f: Added

**July 2014: **The following updates were made to the website.

D17-3: Added PASSING LANE AHEAD

W1-1a: Changed the legend from CURVE to TURN

W1-6: Changed to federal detail

W1-7: Changed to federal detail

W2-7: Added

W2-8: Added

W7-5aP: Added

W9-6: Added

W9-6P: Added

W9-6a: Added

W9-6aP: Added

W11-3: Added

W16-10aP: Corrected sign code for PHOTO ENFORCED from W16-10P
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W16-15P: Added

W16-18P: Added

W16-17P: Corrected ROUNDABOUT legend from W16-7P

W10-1aP: Corrected sign code from W10-1a

W11-6a: Deleted SNOWMOBILE CROSSING

W11-12: Deleted CHILDREN CROSSING

W21-15: STAY IN YOUR LANE Added

W21-1: WORKERS Added

**May 2014:** The following updates were made to the website.

Preface to SHS Manual: Under heading Permanent Signs- Changed to indicate that the 12”x4” sign was Type I. Also added “All 48 inches x 48 inches signs shall be nominal 0.125 inch aluminum sheet (Type V).”

D1-3d-1.3: Added a splice line 18” from the top of the sign.

D4-2c: Changed 8” and 12” margins to 10”, as shown on D4-2D.

D5-2a: Corrected geometric issues with sign. Added a note “Sign width 80” when “Parking Area” used.”

D5-1(M): Changed note under D5-6a- removed “or D5-1(M)” because it was an incorrect reference.

D6-1-2: Changed the variable length to 66” and added note 3 that states “Sign width 60” when “Scenic Turnout” is used”. Removed “Use 20-3/4” arrow for signs 36” or less per standard l10-4 on page 6-20” from note 2. Added dimension to distance between “½” and “mile” for sign D6-2.

D8-2a-2b: Changed font of “½” on 2a from E MOD to Clearview 4W. Changed font on “½” on D8-2b from Clearview 4W to E MOD. Split 48” dimension into two sections to make it easier to see where Type A end and Type B begins.

D9-18c: Changed the Exit dimensions from 10”/15” to 12”/15”. Took an inch from above and below to maintain 60” height.

D9-18e: Under Note 1- changed typo error from D9-14H to D9-18d to reflect the correct reference standard.

D9-18f: Under Note 1- changed typo error from D9-14H to D9-18d to reflect the correct reference standard.

D9-18g: Under Note 1- changed typo error from D9-14H to D9-18d to reflect the correct reference standard.

D11-5 Supplemental Panel 1: Added asterisk to “Alternate Legend “Next XX Miles” and removed
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single asterisk before Route.

Deleted D12-4, D12-4a, D12-4b, and D12-4c.

E1-1 Detail 7: Changed the arrow from #20 A to B-22 arrowhead. Changed the angle from 60 degrees to 45 as seen on sign E11-1e. Fixed dimensions as well as graphical issues.

I10-3: Removed note “Divide excess length equally”.

I10-4: Added dimensions with asterisks to show the excess length needs to be divided equally. Changed note to numerical 1 Mile instead of spelling out one and removed “width increased to 36 inches”.

I10-4a: Added dimensions with asterisks to show the excess length needs to be divided equally. Changed note to numerical 1 Mile instead of spelling out one and removed “width increased to 36 inches”.

M8-1: Added note, “Where 3 digit I-Route and US-Route shields are used, increase sign length to 30 inch min.” Added note, “Where 3 digit M-Route shields are used, increase sign length to 36 inch min.”

M8-1a: Removed “min.” on length dimension and added note stating, “Where 3 digit shields are used, increase sign length to 30 inch min.” Added note, “Where 3 digit M-Route shields are used, increase sign length to 36 inch min.”

R2-2a: Corrected sign from name from W2-2a to R2-2a.

R-3-7c: Filled in lane divider and removed copied note.

R8-3bP Supplemental Plaques: Added example of 2 line supplemental plaque R9-3bP(8) “Theater Exit” and added a note mentioning alternate 2 line supplemental plaques R9-3bP(9) and R9-3bP(10).

Created new signs for R8-3eP, R8-3fP, R8-3gP, and R8-3hP.

**August 2013:** The following updates were made to the website.

Added "MDOT supplied sign" to I2-5.

Added grid with MSP design, updated MSP design, and corrected STATE POLICE text to all uppercase on I10-1.

Added grid with Sheriff design, minor revisions to Sheriff design on I10-2.

Corrected font size from 3-W to 4-W at bottom of page, added 3-W font size to the 7” legend only, added total height dimensions back to top 2 signs, and removed alternate legends on the D5-1.

Corrected font size on freeway, and revised alternate legend on D5-2.
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Corrected font size, and revised alternate legend on D5-5.
Corrected dimensions on M4-6a and M4-6b.
Revised legend to uppercase on the E11-9 series.

**July 2013:** The following updates were made to the website.
Revised dimensions on G20-1, G20-2, G20-4 within the Warning section of SHS.
Added W4-7 to the Warning section of SHS.
Revised dimensions in M8-4a within Route Marker section of SHS.
Removed incorrect M4-9, 9a and 9b FOLLOW signs and the M4-10 EMERGENCY sign from Route Marker section of SHS.
Added correct M4-8a, 8b, 4-9, 9a, 9b, 9c, and 4-10 to Route Marker section of SHS. These signs also appear in the Warning section.
Added RS-076 to Information section of SHS.
Added D3-2 (1.6) to Guide section of SHS.

**May 2013:** The following updates were made to the website.
Changed EMERGENCY sign code from M4-10 to M4-7f.
Changed background color from white to orange.
Changed Follow sign code from M4-9 to M4-11.
Changed Follow sign code from M4-9a to M4-11a and M9-9b to M4-11b.

**April 2013:** The following updates were made to the website.
Added missing dimensions to the roundabout only D1-1d signs.
Added splice information to D1-3d (1.1) and D3-2 (1.3)
Decreased height of D3-2 (1.5)
Changed the color of the dog run sign, D5-5c, to have a blue background because it is a motor service sign.
Added signs D6-1, D6-2, D6-3 because they were previously removed.
Added missing J dimension on E1-1 (1.9).
Corrected error in E6-2 (1.2) for the total height.
Created new sign E13-2b NO RE-ENTRY <direction> to be used for interchanges that have an
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Changed FOLLOW sign code to M4-9 and EMERGENCY sign code to M4-10

Corrected dimensions for I10-3, I-10-3a and made all caps. Added Sheriff 1 mile sign I10-4 and changed sheriff with arrow sign to I10-4a

Revised OM-3L (R) to show Non-Freeway (12” x 36”), Freeway (24” x 48”), and Bridge Pier (36” x 72”) sizes. The bridge pier size is for reference only.

Added a 36” size for the R3-7.

Added binocular image RS-076.

Corrected dimension errors on W16-4aP.

Increased height of W16-8aP.

**November 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.
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Cleaned up dimension labeling, no dimensions were changed. D1-1, D1-2 (1.1), D1-2d (1.2), D1-3 (1.1), D1-3d (1.1), D3-2 (1.1), (1.2), (1.3).

Added new D3-2 (1.4) and D3-2 (1.5) layouts.

**August 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.

Added the following new signs:
- R2-2a TRUCK SPEED LIMIT
- R3-5h Overhead Roundabout Lane-Use Sign
- EV signs R7-8c and R7-8cP
- R13-2 FOLLOW AT ONE TRUCK LENGTH
- W13-3d Weigh Station Min Max Sign
- I2-5 Pure Michigan detail
- D8-2a, b Weigh Station Right/Left ½ Mile
- D1-1d (1.1) (1.2) (1.3) Roundabout Guide Signs

**July 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.

E Series Detail 2 now shows the cardinal direction to be placed on the left of the route shield for left exits and ramps.

E11-1 Series borders were changed to 2” with no indent to align with the parent guide sign border. Similar changes were also made to E13-1P, E13-2, E13-2a

**June 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.

Warning plaques W16-7, 8, 8a boarders and radius dimensions were revised to match the parent sign.

W16-17P ROUNDABOUT plaque was added.

**May 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.

R01-001a: Located in SHS “W” Warning, named “Stop-Slow Paddle”
Dated 03/20/2012. Note #1 changed text from “Aluminum” to “Semi-Rigid Material”

**April 2012:** The following updates were made to the website.

R-Series, W-Series, M-series, S-Series, Appendix, I-Series, D-Series, E-Series signs were updated to the new 2012 MMUTCD. See SHS Detailed Change List at the link below for specific changes. Dated 03/20/2012.
[http://mdotwas1.mdot.state.mi.us/public/tands/Details_Web/mdot_signs_detailed_changes.pdf](http://mdotwas1.mdot.state.mi.us/public/tands/Details_Web/mdot_signs_detailed_changes.pdf)

**Dec. 20, 2011:** The following updates were made to the website.
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M-Series: Made cosmetic changes such as converting route markers to Highway font, re-aligning all dimensions to stand upright, altering graphics for readability and for consistency. These changes occurred for the following signs:

| M1-1 | M1-6.a | M4-2.a,b | M4-7.d,e |
| M1-2 | M2-1.a,b | M4-3.a,b | M4-14.a,b |
| M1-3 | M2-2 | M4-4.a,b | M5-1.a,b,c |
| M1-4 | M3 series | M4-5.a,b | M5-2.a,b,c |
| M1-5 | M4-1.a,b,c,d,e | M4-6.a,b | M6 series |

Additions: M4-7a, “TEMP”

Modifications: M4-11 sign code has been changed to M4-14

Removal: M4-12, M4-13, M7 series

Added 12” x 6” Bike Sign dimension per 2009 MUTCD for the following signs:

| M2-1,a,b | M4-5.a,b |
| M3 series | M4-6.a,b |
| M4-1,a,b,c,d,e | M4-7.a,b,c,d,e |
| M4-2,a,b | M4-14.a,b |
| M4-3,a,b |

Added 12” x 9” Bike Sign dimension per 2009 MUTCD for the following signs:

| M5-1,a,b,c |
| M5-2,a,b,c |
| M6 series |

Aug. 16, 2011: The following updates were made to the website.

D-Series: Added D7-1b to SHS, “Recreation Area Direction Sign”

I-Series: I11-2: Replaced Min. with 3.5
I2-2 and I2-2a: Edited spacing between legend
I13-1 and I13-1a: Revised graphic and color

M-Series: M1-1, M1-4a, and M1-6a: Added 12 X 12 and 15 x 12 dim.
M2-2a, b, c: Updated graphic
M3-1a thru M3-4a: Added colors for “County”
M8-1a, b: Updated graphic

R-Series: Added R13-1 to SHS, “Weigh Station”

Mar. 15, 2011: The following updates were made to the website.

Added D5-5c to the SHS, “DOG RUN”
Added D12-2d to the SHS, “RIDEShare INFO CALL #”
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Adopted federal version of W8-13 “BRIDGE ICES BEFORE ROAD”  

**Jan. 18, 2011:** The following updates were made to the website.  

**W-Series Change**  

Added W11-23 “ATV Warning Sign”  

**Dec. 21, 2010:** The following updates were made to the website.  

**R-Series Change**  

Added these new signs to SHS: R3-9j(i), R3-9j(ii), R3-9j(iii), R3-9k(i), R3-9k(ii), R3-9k(iii), R3-9m(i), R3-9m(ii), R3-9m(iii).  

**I-Series Change**  

Added Sign I14-1 to the set.  

**Nov. 16, 2010:** The following updates were made to the website.  

**E-Series Change**  

E11-1D: Under the colors note, added "& Indent" to Background.  

**D-Series Change**  

D3-1 Standard: Removed (the D3-1 Standard) drawing and added note "If Clearview font is not available the Highway Series C will be acceptable" to D3-1 Clearview drawing.  

**R-Series Change**  

R3-6(L): Added "For Overhead Use Only"  

R3-5(L): Added "For Overhead Use Only"  

R3-5a: Added "For Overhead Use Only"  

**Oct. 19, 2010:** The following updates were made to the website.  

**R-Series Change**  

R3-9c – Reverted changes made on April 15, 2010; Re-Inserted “Center Lane” back into sign, adjusted dimensions accordingly.  

**W-Series Change**
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W8-13 - Added page to the SHS Manual.

**E-Series Change**

E14-1 (dated Sept. 21) - Added page to the SHS Manual.

E14-2 (dated Sept. 21) - Added page to the SHS Manual.

E14-3 (dated Sept. 21) - Added page to the SHS Manual.

**Aug. 17, 2010**: The following updates were made to the website.

**D-Series Change**

D4-2c- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” added logo note, and also added ** note.

D4-4- Removed “MODT SUPPLIED SIGN,” and removed the first sentence out of the NOTE.

D4-4b- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” and added the * note.

D12-2b- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN.”

D12-2c- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN.”

D13-6- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” added ** note, resized MDOT logo to 10” x 32.375”, changed LOGO note to read “STD. 10 x 32.375 MDOT LOGO”, and adjusted dimensions so sign remains 54” x 108”

D13-7- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” added ** note, resized MDOT logo to 10” x 32.375”, changed LOGO note to read “STD. 10 x 32.375 MDOT LOGO”, and adjusted dimensions so sign remains 48” x 108”

D13-8- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” added ** note, resized MDOT logo to 5.5” x 16.5”, changed LOGO note to read “STD. 5.5” x 16.5” MDOT LOGO”, and adjusted dimensions so sign remains 42” x 36”

**I-Series Change**

I9-1- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN”

II0-1- Removed “MDOT SUPPLIED SIGN,” and added the phone number for the MSP emblem.
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I10-2 Special- Removed “MDOT SUPPLID SIGN,” and added phone number to MDOT warehouse for Sheriffs’ emblem.

**May 25, 2010:** The following updates were made to the website.

**Support Hole Placement**
Isosceles Triangle- Removed “panel with 2 holes”

**D-Series Change**
D3-2- Changed bottom sign (W16-8) from UPPERCASE legend to Upper/Lower. Removed the 18” sign from the table.

**W-Series Change**
W20-4c- Added Table.

**April 15, 2010:** The following updates were made to the website.

**R-Series Changes**
R3-9a- Added note “Overhead Use Only”

R3-9c- Removed “Center Lane” from sign.

**D-Series Changes**
Note: Many cosmetic changes were made to each of these signs such as filling the border and organization of the pages; however these adjustments will not be noted in detail in this sheet.

D 1-2b: Changed the distance from the legend to the top/bottom of the sign to 5.5 and the distance between the legend to 5 to make the sign a total of 30” tall.

D 1-3: Right justified ‘Flint’, showed the G distance. Centered the thru arrow over the left arrow.

D 1-3a: Changed ‘Liberty’ to ‘Macon’ and showed the G distance. Centered the thru arrow over the left arrow.

D 1-3B: Changed the cities to show the effects of drop letters and tall letters.

D 2-2: Changed “J” to 6 for the rural sign.
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D 3-1a: Completely redesigned the sign and added 2 more sizes.

D 3-1b: Created new sign with 4 sizes and type C font.

W 16-8: Added J dimension to both the sign and the table. Changed the font to C. Added 18” sign.

D 4-1: Used federal sign instead of Michigan sign.

D 4-2b: Changed how sign was dimensioned.

D 4-2c (+ Detail 1 & 2): Changed width on each sign to “variable”. Changed the minimum distance from legend to edge on detail 2 from 10 to 8. Added dimension between “exit” and “69” on detail 1. Changed the font from 3-W to 5-W as Erin requested. Added 10 inch dimension between words in the same lines due to the 5-W font.

D 4-2d (+ Detail 1 & 2): On 4-2d sign, changed height from an un-useable 94 inches to 90 inches by adjusting dimensions. Changed bottom dimension to variable from 102. On detail 1, I changed the width to variable and the height to 28 to match the adjustments to the parent sign. On detail 2, I changed the width to variable and changed the total height to 28 and adjusted dimensions accordingly to match the parent sign. Changed the font from 4-W to 5-W as Erin requested. Added 10 inch dimension between words in the same lines due to the 5-W font.

D 4-4: Changed border to .75 from .5 inches and increased sign radius from 1.5 to 1.63.

D 4-4a: Changed border to .75 from .5 inches and increased sign radius from 1.5 to 1.63.

D 4-4b: Changed border to .75 from .5 inches and increased sign radius from 1.5 to 1.63.

D 5-1 (AUX): Changed radius from 6 to 9.

D 5-1 (M): Made “Michigan” all caps.

D 5-2: Changed the spacing between legends and sign edge from 12 to 10. This provided a consistent appearance as well as lowered overall sign height from 60 to 54. I adjusted the distance from the bottom of the arrow to the sign edge from 19.75 to 16.75.

D 5-2a: Added “center all legends” note. Changed the radius from 9” to 6” so that it corresponds with the 1.5” thick border. Changed the dimensions on the bottom of the sign to 24 from 24.02 and 23.96 just to simplify the sign. Added splice.

D 5-2 (M): Made Michigan all caps. Adjusted arrow angle dimension to make it clear.

D 5-3: Changed radius to 3 from 6 to correspond with 1” border.
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D 5-3 (T1): Changed vertical distance from legend to border to make sign consistent. Dropped size of # legend from 15 to 12.

D 5-3 (T2): Changed radius to 3 and border thickness to 1.

D 5-4: Changed width to 72 inches and adjusted dimensions accordingly. Changed radius to 3 to match border of 1.

D 5-5: Increased border from .5 to .75 and radius from 1.5 to 1.63. Made sign 30 inches wide and increased the legend to edge dimension to 3.3. Changed arrow to 4-B from 8-B. Changed font to 2-W from 3-W.

D 5-5d: Removed sign.

D 5-5lb: Increased border from .5 to .75 and radius from 1.5 to 1.63. Changed legend to 2-W.

D 6-1: Changed arrow and added appendix note. Changed radius to 3 from 6.

D 6-2: Changed the radius to 3. Changed legend from “Scenic Turnout” to “Roadside Park”. Changed from 2 miles to 1/2 miles.

D 6-3: Changed legend from "Scenic Turnout" to "Roadside Park". Changed sign width to “variable” since this dimension can change due to Scenic Park note. Changed distance from sign edge to legend to a 6” minimum. Changed radius to 1.63.

D 7-1: On the urban sign, reduced the “D” dimension to 5, and made the “F” dimension 4. Added the “min.” to the “H” dimension. Changed “Min” and “Std” to “Urban” and “rural”.

D 7-1a: On urban sign, decreased D to 6 and increased F to 4. Changed “Min” and “Std” to “Urban” and “rural”. Centered “State Park” beneath “Higgins Lake”.

D 7-2: Changed arrow from 7A to 6A. Changed radius to 1.63 from 1.88.

D 8-1: Adjusted dimensions on three remaining signs. Added M dimension.

D 8-3: Changed arrow sizes to match SignCad. Changed border of std sign to 1. Adjusted sign dimensions, added splice note, and added M and N dimensions.

D 10-1a: Changed legend to 2-W from 3-W.

D 10-2a: Increased the size of the “Mile” to four from 3 in order to increase the size of the sign to the correct height of 48 inches. The online version’s dimensions only added up to 47 inches.

D 10-3a: Changed the distance from the dividing line to the legend above and below from 2.75 to 2.5 in order to for the dimensions to add up to 60.
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D 10-5: Re-dimensioned sign so that it matches current sign (used Lynette’s sign).

D11-2: Changed panel 1 to arrow, panel 3 to “Prohibited”, panel 4 to “No Parking”, panel 5 to “Single file only”, and created panels 6 and 7.

D 12-1: On the Std. sign, increased the radius from 3 to 6. On the Expwy. and Fwy. Sign, increased the radius from 5 and 6 respectively, to 9.

D 12-2b: Changed the contact information for the ride share coordinator.

D 12-2C: Made Vanpool and Carpool each one word. Changed the radius to 3.

D 12-3: Changed the CB Channel 9 to 95% spacing and added spacing notes.

D 12-4a: Changed the border thickness to .75 and the radius to 1.63 so that it meets the 3M standards.

D 13-2: Changed font from 3-W to 2-W. Changed border width to 1 and radius to 3 on expressway sign. On standard sign, dropped the width to 54 to correspond to the 2-W font. Added appendix note

D 13-3: Changed the font size of “Entrance” from 5 to 6 in order to be consistent and for the sum of the dimension to add up to the required 30. Changed the border from 1 and 3 to .75 thick and 1.63 radius.

D 13-3aR: Centered arrow on panel.

D 13-6: Changed legends from 4-W to 3-W.

D 13-8: Changed radius from 1.5 to 1.63 to correspond with .75” thickness.

D 14-1R: Re-dimensioned sign.

D 14-1a-R: Re-dimensioned sign.

D 14-2-R: Re-dimensioned sign.

I-Series Changes

I 2-1: Center sign vertically on panel and increased spacing between lines.

I 2-2: Added minimum distance between legend and border.

I 2-2b: Increased space between legends and decreased minimum space to border.

I 3-1: Decreased space at top and bottom of the sign and increased space between legends.
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I 8-1: Added note referencing the appendix.

I 8-2: Increased sign height to 36” from 34”. Added space between legends. Added note referencing the appendix.

I 8-3: Replaced Michigan sign with the federal sign.

I 9-1: Increased border radius to 1.63 from 1.5.

I 9-1a: Increased border thickness and radius to 1” and 3” respectively.

I 10-3: Added horizontal distance between edge and legend. Changed “One” to the number 1.

I 10-3a: Created sign
I 10-4: Added note referencing the appendix. Added “min” to distance between sign edge and legend.

I 11-3: Decreased width to 30 from 36” and made vertical distance between legend and border equal.

I 12-2: Re-dimensioned sign and correctly summed total sign height (30” instead of 24”). Added note referencing appendix.

I 12-3: Increased height from 36” to 42” and added minimum distances from legend to sign edge.

**W-Series Changes**

W 3-4b: Re-dimensioned sign and changed the overall sign sizes.

W 6-5: Created sign.

W 8-6a: Added 48” sign.

W 16-7 PL: Added additional color options.

W 16-8: Added 18” sign, changed the font to type “C”. Re-dimensioned signs.

W 16-8a: Created sign—previously had used the federal sign.

W 16-9: Added additional color options.

W 20-4c: Added additional color options.

W 20-15: Created sign.
Support Hole Placement

Added page 10-11 “Horizontal Rectangle-Continued” to set.

E-Series changes

E1-1(1.10) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W). Made Dimension F 18” instead of 19” in order for sign to total 138”.

E1-1(1.10) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.11) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.11) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.12) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.12) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.13) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.13) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.1) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W).

E1-1(1.1) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II
E1-1(1.2) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.2) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.3) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.3) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.4) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.4) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.5) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Lowered dimensions J and L .5” because sign was too tall.

E1-1(1.5) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.6) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.6) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.7) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.7) II
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Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W) ; Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(1.8) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.8) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E1-1(1.9) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Changed dimension D to 14 and dimension H to 18 so signs height totals 102”

E1-1(1.9) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Type III into Type II

E1-1(Special Details 1)
Added dimension “E”; Made Panel III into Panel II.

E1-1(Special Details 2)
Added Dimension “D”; Made Panel III into Panel II.

E1-1(Special Details 3)
Made Panel III into Panel II. Centered the legend on the panel.

E1-1(Special Details 4)
Made Panel III into Panel II. Added dimension F.

E1-1(Special Details 4)
Filled border

E1-1(Special Details 4)
Filled Border

E1-1(Special Details 4)
Filled Border

E1-1(Special Details 8)
Filled Border; Made Panel III into Panel II

E3-1(1.2)
Corrected “NEXT” to font Clearview 5-W
E6-1 (1.1) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Deleted Supplemental Plans table.

E6-1 (1.1) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Deleted Supplemental Plans table. Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.10) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.10) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.11) I
Made cosmetic adjustments to .dgn file; made sure that the SignCad file matched the .dgn file.

E6-1 (1.11) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.12) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W);

E6-1 (1.12) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.2) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.2) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.3) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.3) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II
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E6-1 (1.4) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.4) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.5) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.5) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.6) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.6) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.7) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.7) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.8) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.8) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-1 (1.9) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-1 (1.9) II
**CHANGE LIST for:**
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Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.1) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Deleted “Notes” and “Supplemental Plans.”

E6-2 (1.1) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II. Deleted “Notes” and “Supplemental Plans.”

E6-2 (1.2) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W);

E6-2 (1.2) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.3) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.3) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.4) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.4) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.5) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.5) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.6) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)
E6-2 (1.6) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.7) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.7) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.8) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.8) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E6-2 (1.9) I
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W)

E6-2 (1.9) II
Compressed Dimensions (i.e. Say letters B and D both meant 12 5-W, now only letter B signifies 12 5-W); Made Panel III into Panel II

E8-2 (1.1)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E8-2 (1.2)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E8-2 (1.2a)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E8-2 (1.3)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E8-2 (1.4)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E8-2 (1.5)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note
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E8-2 (1.6)
Uppercased “EXITS”; Added *** Note

E11-1 (1.1d)
Removed the minimum horizontal limit.

E11-1 (1.1e)
Indented boarders .75”

E11-2 (1.1)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-2 (1.2)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-2 (1.3)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-2 (1.4)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-2 (1.5)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-2 (1.6)
Added “State” to title; removed 7.5” min from boarder to legend.

E11-4 (1.2)
Made cosmetic adjustments to .dgn file; made sure that the SignCad file matched the .dgn file.

**M-Series changes**

M1-1: Made standard for the radii of the Interstate shield will be moved to appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.

M1-2: Lengthened dimension L to the bottom of “Loop” where it is supposed to be according to M1-1. Adjusted length in chart to meet the above change’s needs. Made standard for the radii of the Business (loop) shield which will be moved to the appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added a note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.
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M1-3: Made standard for the radii of the Business (spur) shield which will be moved to the appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.

M1-4: Made standard for the radii of the US Route shield which will be moved to the appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.

M1-4a: Made standard for the radii of the US Route shield which will be moved to the appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.

M1-5: Made standard for the radii of the County shield which will be moved to the appendix, removed the radii dimensions from the standards and added note referring to appendix for radii dimensions.

M1-6a: Re-lettered Dimensions to match that of what Justin marked up. Old dimensions didn’t make sense. Removed Note #4

M8-1: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-1a: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-1b: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-1c: Inserted new “special” arrow in from M5-1; Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-1d: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-1e: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-2: Changed sign hub city to Big Rapids to match what was written below. Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.
M8-2a: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded.

M8-2b: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.

M8-2c: Changed hub city to Lansing; Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.

M8-3a: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.

M8-3b: Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.

M8-3c: Inserted new “special” arrow in from M5-1; Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.
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M8-4a: Inserted new “special” arrow in from M5-1; Made arrow pointed instead of rounded, filled interstate shield border.

M8-5: Filled border

M8-5a: Filled border

Appendix

Added pages: 6-64, 6-65.0, 6-65.1, 6-65.2, 6-65.3, 6-65.4, 6-65.5, 6-65.6, 6-65.7, 6-63.10, 6-63.20, 6-63.30.

January 20, 2009: The following updates were made to the website.

Information Signs:
I2-4: Now its own sheet, including an urban and rural example.

I3-1 & I3-2: Now sharing a sheet. Height changed from 18 to 24, along with affected dimensions.

I4-1: Centered note, “SEE RL-100 FOR SYMBOL DESIGN” under sign.

I8-1: Height changed from 24 to 30, along with affected dimensions. Changed corner radius to 1.875. Added “ARROWHEAD DETAIL”.

I8-2: Height changed from 34 to 36, along with affected dimensions. Radius changed from 1.63 to 2.25. Added “ARROWHEAD DETAIL”.

I8-3: Replaced with federal guide sign.

I10-3: Now its own sheet.

I10-4: Now its own sheet. Added “ARROWHEAD DETAIL”.

I11-1 & I11-2: I11-1: added note, “CENTRALLY LOCATE ALL LEGENDS.” I11-2: added centerline through words “Historical Marker”.

I11-3: Changed horizontal dimension from 36 to 30. Changed vertical dimension between “Marker” and “2” from 3 to 2.5. Changed vertical dimension between “2” and the bottom edge of the sign from 3 to 3.5.
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I12-3: Changed height from 36 to 42, along with affected dimensions. Removed note, “FOURTH LINE OF LEGEND COULD BE SUBSTITUTED FOR ARROW”. Added note at bottom, “CENTRALLY LOCATE ALL LEGENDS”.

**June 26, 2008**: The following updates were made to the website.

D-Guide Signs:
W16-8: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size, and made legend all uppercase.

Warning Signs:
E13-1: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

G20-1: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

G20-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

G20-2: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

G20-4: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R1-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W1-2b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W1-6: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W1-7: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W3-3b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W3-4b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W3-5b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W4-4: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W6-3a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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W6-4a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W6-4b, W16-3a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W6-5: New Sign.

W8-6a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W8-8a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W10-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W10-10b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-2a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-6a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W118—8a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-10a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-12: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-13: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W11-16: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W12-2a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W12-3: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W12-3a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W13-2a, W13-2b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W13-3a, W13-3b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W13-3c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W14-2b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

W16-4a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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W16-7pl: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W16-8: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size, and made all legend uppercase.
W16-9p: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-4a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-4b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-4c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-7a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-8: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-15a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
W20-15b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

Regulatory Signs:
R2-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R2-4a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R2-4b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-1b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-2b: Clarified dimensions.
R3-2c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-4a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-5: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-5a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R3-6: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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R3-7a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-7b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-7c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

R3-7d: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

R3-7e: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

R3-7f: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

R3-7g: Clarified dimensions.

R3-7h: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8d: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8e: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8f: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8g: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-8h: New sign.

R3-8i: New sign.

R3-9a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-9b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-9c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-9e: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-30: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-30a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-31: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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R3-31a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-32: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R3-32a: Clarified dimensions.

R3-33, R3-33a, R3-33b: Clarified dimensions.

R4-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-2a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-2b, R4-2c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-5a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-6a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-8a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R4-9a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-11: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-12: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-12a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-13: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-14: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-15: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-16: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-16a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-18: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-18a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-18b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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R5-18c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R5-18d, R4-18e: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

R6-2a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R6-10: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R6-10a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R6-11: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-10: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-11: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-12: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-13: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-13a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R7-14: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R8-3b(6), R8-3b(7), R8-3b(8), R8-3b(9), R8-3b(10): Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R8-5a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R8-20: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R9-4b: Added chart with more sizes.

R9-4c: Page deleted.

R9-6a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R10-2: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R10-3f: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.

R10-3g: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
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R10-4c: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R10-6b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R10-12a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R10-23: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R11-3: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R12-7: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R12-8: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R13-1a: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R13-1b: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size.
R15-5: Changed indent, border, and corner radius size. Redrawn to match dimensions.

School Signs:
R1-1b: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S3-2: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-1a: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-1b: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-1c: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-3: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-4: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”
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S4-5a: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-6: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

S4-7: Redrawn with new dimensions. Added note, “FOR SIGN RADIUS ADD BORDER RADIUS AND INDENT DIMENSION”

May 27, 2008: The following updates were made to the web site:

E-Guide Signs:
E1-5: Detail A - Added note, “** DIVIDE EXCESS LENGTH EQUALLY”. (Updated 5/15/2008)

January 28, 2008: The following updates were made to the web site.

R3-7g-R, R3-7h-R: Added roundabout lane designation signs.

R9-4c: Added non-freeway prison area sign

W1-7, W4-4: Corrected colors.


W16-7p, W16-9p: Changed sizes to better fit with primary sign.

W16-8p: Changed to match old D3-2a.

Existing SHS-E0304-ROUTE Replaced with SHS-E03 ROUTE. New Route Marker Section

Existing SHS-E05-GUIDE: Removed.

Existing SHS-E06-INFO: Removed.

New SHS-E07-INFO: Added New Informational Sign Section.

New SHS-E08-D_GUIDE: Added New D_Guide Sign Section.


Existing SHS-E10-ARW: Removed
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New SHS-E10-HOLE: Added.

New Local Agency Guide & Info Section: Non-Clearview version for local agency use only.

SHS-ADDED: Updated. List of all Federal signs added to MI SHS Manual.

SHS-CHANGED: Updated. List of all Previous MI SHS details that were deleted, modified, or the Sign Code changed to comply with Federal SHS Manual.

**August 15, 2007:** The following updates were made to the web site.
W1-7: Changed note to refer to page No. 10-6.2. from page No. 6-3.6
W4-4: Changed note to refer to from page No. 6-3.1 to page No. 10-3 and from page No. 6-3.6 to page No. 10.62.
W13-2a, W13-2b: Changed the speed limit from 6” font size to 16” font size.
Moved the speed limit to below arrow.
W13-3a, W13-3b: Changed the speed limit from 6” font size to 16” font size.
Moved the speed limit to below arrow.
W16-9p: Removed W16-8 from sheet.

**February 15, 2007:** The following updates were made to the web site.
E1-1 DETAILS 3&4: Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. In Panel I B read 12” instead of 10” and D read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-1(1.1): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. In Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, L read 12” instead of 10” and M read 14.5” instead of 15.5”.
E1-1(1.2), E1-1(1.3): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.2) in Panel I E read 12” instead of to 10”, K read 12” instead of 10” and L read 16.5” instead of to 17.5”. (1.3) in Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, J read 12” instead of 10” and K read 15.5” instead of 16.5”.
E1-1(1.4), E1-1(1.5): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.4) Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, L read 12” instead of 10” and M read 14.5” instead of 15.5”. (1.5) Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, K read 13.5” instead of 14.5” and L read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-1(1.6): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. In Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, L read 12” instead of 10” and M read 15” instead of 16”.
E1-1(1.7), E1-1(1.8): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.7) Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, L read 12” instead of 10” and M read 16.5” instead of 17.5”. (1.8) Panel I E read 12” instead of 10”, H read 15.5” instead of 16.5” and L read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-1(1.9): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. In Panel I D read 12” instead of 10”, E read 16.5” instead of 17.5” and K read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-1(1.10), E1-1(1.11): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.10) Panel I D read 12” instead of 10”, E read 13.5” instead of 14.5” and M read 12” instead of 10”. (1.11) Panel I D read 12” instead of 10”, E read 14.5” instead of 15.5” and M read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-1(1.12), E1-1(1.13): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.12) Panel I D read 12” instead of 10”, E read 12.5” instead of 13.5” and M read 12” instead of 10”. (1.13) Panel I D read 12” instead of 10”, E read 13.5” instead of 14.5” and K read 12” instead of 10”.
E1-5 DETAIL A: Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. Changed EXIT to 12” instead of 10”.
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E3-1(1.1), E3-1(1.1a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W.
E3-1(1.2), E3-1(1.2a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.2a) Changed 11” spacing dimension to 12”.
E3-1(1.3), E3-1(1.3a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.3a) Changed 11” spacing dimension to 12”.
E3-1(1.4), E3-1(1.4a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.4a) Changed 8” spacing dimension to 9”.
E3-1(1.5), E3-1(1.5a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.5a) Changed 8” spacing dimension to 9”.
E3-1(1.6): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W.
E3-1(1.6a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. Changed sign layout.
E3-1(1.7), E3-1(1.7a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W. (1.7a) Changed 8” spacing dimension to 9”.
E3-1(1.8), E3-1(1.8a): Changed all 4-W fonts to 5-W.
E11-1, E11-1A: Changed EXIT ONLY to 13” instead of 12”.
E11-1B, E11-1C: Changed EXIT ONLY to 13” instead of 12”.
E11-1D: Changed EXIT ONLY to 13” instead of 12”.
E11-1E, E11-1F: Changed EXIT RAMP MPH to 13” instead of 12”.

November 30, 2006: The following updates were made to the web site.
Six sections of the Standard Highway Sign (SHS) manual have been revised or replaced. A summary of the changes and proposed changes follows. These changes are in response to the 2005 Michigan Manual on Traffic Control Devices and to have a SHS manual that closely mirrors the Federal Manual.

Existing 001-Preface: No changes now. To be updated in the future.


New SHS-CHANGED: Added. List of all Previous MI SHS details that were deleted, modified, or the Sign Code changed to comply with Federal SHS Manual.

Existing SHS-E01-REG: Replaced with new Regulatory Signs Section. Additionally, the R2-4a and R2-4b speed limit signs were revised in response to changes in state legislation.

Existing SHS-E02-WARN: Replaced with new Warning Signs Section.

Existing SHS-E0304-ROUT: Section 3 - Guide section. No changes now. Will include route markers, guide signs, and informational signs in the future.


Existing SHS-E05-GUIDE: To be revised in the future.

New SHS-E05-SCHOOL: Added new School Signs Section 5.
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New SHS-E06-APPENDIX: Added new Appendix.
Existing SHS-E06-INFO: To become E03 in the future.
Existing SHS-E07-CD: Removed.
Existing SHS-E08-CONSTR: Removed.
Existing SHS-E09-SCHOOL: Removed and replaced with new school section (Section 5).
Existing SHS-E10-ARW: No changes now. (Some existing Guide signs refer to this section).
Existing SHS-E11-HOLE: No changes now. To be renamed in the future
New SHS-E11-OM: Added new Object Markers Section.

October 19, 2006: The following updates were made to the web site.
R2-4a: Page number read 1.9 (Mi) instead of 1.18 (Mi). Changed “N” column dimensions on the chart.

September 21, 2006: The following updates to the web site were announced.
R2-4a: In the chart changed “J” column from “C” to “D” font
R2-4b: Page number read 1.9.1 instead of 1.19.1
In the note read 60 instead of 55
In the note read 55 instead of 45

August 31, 2006: The following updates to the web site were announced.
D4-4 D4-4a: Changed the note.
D4-4b: Changed the arrow shaft size to 1.25”
D11-2 Supplemental Panel 7: Added spacing dimensions between words. Added to the note.
R2-4a: On the sign read 70 instead of 55. On the sign read Trucks instead of Minimum. On the sign read 60 instead of 45. Changed “N” column on chart.
R2-4b: On the sign read 60 instead of 55. On the sign read 55 instead of 45.
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**July 19, 2006:** The following updates were made to the web site.
E1-1 Details 1&2.: In both charts under North read 3.0 instead of 2.68
E1-1 Details 3&4.: In chart under North read 3.0 instead of 2.68.

**June 16, 2006:** The following updates were made to the web site.
E1-1 Details 1&2.: In chart read 3.65 instead of 3.25
E1-1 Details 3&4.: In both charts read 3.65 instead of 3.25.

E6-1 (1.11): Changed Chart as follows.
Read 16 5-W-R instead of 16 5-W
Read 13.33 5-W-R instead of 13.33 5-W
Read 12 5-W-R instead of 12 5-W
Read 10 5-W-R instead of 10 5-W
Added letter “I” to chart, moved “H” data to “I” and added new “H” data.

**May 15, 2006:** The following updates were made to the web site.
D4-4b, "PUBLIC CAR POOL PARKING": Sign Added.
R5-3: Deleted unnecessary line across sign face.

M2-2a “JUNCTION 23”: Sign Added

E1-1 DETAILS 3&4: Changed Chart as follows.
Read 15 4-W instead of 15 E
Read 12 4-W instead of 12 E
Read 10 4-W instead of 10 E
Read 10 4-W instead of 10 E

E1-5:
Changed 24" dimension to 30"
Changed 6" dimension to 9"
Changed 8" dimension to 11"
Changed 3.5" dimension to 6.5"
Changed 5.5" dimension to 8"

M8-5a:
Changed 1.2 dimension to .75
Changed 1.2 dimension to .68
Read WEST instead of North
Read EAST instead of SOUTH
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W3-5B “REDUCED SPEED ZONE AHEAD”: Sign Added.

CD-1: Sign Deleted, Obsolete.

CD-7: Metric version replaced with English version.

April 13, 2006: The following updates were made to the web site.
E8-1(1.1) Re-dimensioned the words and fractions.
Lower case dimension removed.
Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-1(1.2) Re-dimensioned the words and fractions.
Lower case dimension removed.
Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-1(1.3) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Lower case dimension removed.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-1(1.4) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Lower case dimensions removed.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-1(1.5) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Changed 10.43” to 10.41” and 17.93” to 17.91”.
Lower case dimension removed.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-1(1.6) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2(1.1) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Lower case dimensions removed.
Changed 10.37” dimension to 10.33”
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2(1.2) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
Changed 11.37” dimension to 11.33”
E8-2(1.2A) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Changed 12.68” dimension to 12.33”
Lower case dimensions removed.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2(1.3) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2(1.4) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2(1.5) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
Made all dimension arrows the same size.
E8-2 (1.6) Read NUMERALS in stead-of NUMBERALS.
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Made all dimension arrows the same size.

March 15, 2006:  The following updates were made to the web site.
Enhanced Mile Marker Signs (dated 2/16/06)
R10-4 page 5-56.2 “NORTH US-24 MILE 216” Sign added.
R10-5 page 5-56.3 “WEST US-12 MILE 216 .2” Sign added.

March 10, 2006:  The following updates were made to the web site.
R9-4b page 1-105.1 “PRISON AREA DO NOT PICK UP HICHIKERS” Sign added.

January 4, 2006:  The following updates were made to the web site.
In response to the Bureau of Highway Instructional Memorandum 2005-16 “Guidelines to Establish Speed Limits in Work Zones” and the 2005 “Michigan Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices” the following two signs have been added to the “Michigan Standard Highway Signs” Book:

WHERE WORKERS PRESENT 45 (R2-1a)

REDUCED SPEED ZONE AHEAD (W3-5a)

Include these signs when called for in the Maintaining Traffic Plan.

October 17, 2005:  The following updates were made to the web site.

GUIDE SIGNS:
E1-1(1.2)(1.3) page 5-66: Changed the Height Dimension to 72” and 60”.
E9-1(1.1) page 5-94: Changed 7.5" MIN. to 12".
E9-1(1.2) page 5-94.1: Changed 7.5" MIN. to 12".
E11-2(1.1) page 5-97: Added Word spacing dimensions and changed the sign width from 108" to 96".
E11-2(1.1a) page 5-97.1: Added Word spacing dimensions and changed the sign width from 108" to 96".
E11-4(1.4) page 5-100: Added Word spacing dimension.
E11-4(1.5) page 5-100.1: Added Word spacing dimension.
E11-4(1.5a) page 5-100.2: Added Word spacing dimension.
E11-4(1.6) page 5-101: Added Word spacing dimension and changed 7.5" MIN. to 12".
E11-4(1.7) page 5-101.1: Added Word spacing dimension and changed 7.5" MIN. to 12".
E11-5 page 5-102: Changed Lansing to Grand Ledge Added Word spacing dimension.
E11-6 and E11-6a page 5-102.1: Added Word spacing dimension.

September 15, 2005:  The following drawings were updated to Clearview Fonts:
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GUIDE SIGNS:
E1-1(1.1) page 5-65
E1-1(1.2 & 1.3) page 5-66
E1-1(1.4 & 1.5) page 5-67
E1-1(1.6) page 5-67.1
E1-1(1.7 & 1.8) page 5-68
E1-1(1.9) page 5-68.1
E1-1(1.10 & 1.11) page 5-69
E1-1(1.12 & 1.13) page 5-69.1
DETAIL 1 & 2 page 5-65.1
DETAIL 3 & 4 page 5-65.2
DETAIL 5 & 6 page 5-65.3
DETAIL 7 page 5-65.4
E1-5 DETAIL page 5-70
E2-1 & 1a page 5-71
E3-1(1.1 & 1.1a) page 5-72
E3-1(1.2 & 1.2a) page 5-72.1
E3-1(1.3 & 1.3a) page 5-72.2
E3-1(1.4 & 1.4a) page 5-73
E3-1(1.5 & 1.5a) page 5-73.1
E3-1(1.6) page 5-74
E1-1(1.6a) page 5-74.1
E3-1(1.7 & 1.7a) page 5-75
E3-1(1.8 & 1.8a) page 5-76
E5-1 page 5-77
E5-1a page 5-78
E5-1b page 5-79
E5-1p & 1c page 5-80
E6-1(1.1) page 5-81
E6-1(1.2 & 1.3) page 5-81.1
E6-1(1.4) page 5-81.2
E6-1(1.5) page 5-81.3
E6-1(1.6 & 1.7) page 5-81.4
E6-1(1.8) page 5-81.5
E6-1(1.9) page 5-81.6
E6-1(1.10) page 5-81.7
E6-1(1.11) page 5-81.8
E6-1(1.12) page 5-81.9
E6-2(1.1) page 5-82
E6-2(1.2) page 5-82.1
E6-2(1.3) page 5-82.2
E6-2(1.4) page 5-82.3
E6-2(1.5) page 5-82.4
E6-2(1.6) page 5-82.5
E6-2(1.7) page 5-82.6
E6-2(1.8) page 5-83
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E6-2(1.9) page 5-83.1

E11-2(1.2 & 1.2a) page 5-97.2: Width dimension changed from 108 to 96 inches. Added a spacing dimension between words.

E11-2(1.2b & 1.2c) page 5-97.3: Width dimension changed from 108 to 96 inches. Added a spacing dimension between words.

E11-3 & Detail page 5-98: Added a spacing dimension between words.

E11-4(1.1 & 1.2) page 5-99: Added a spacing dimension between words.

E13-2 page 5-110.1: NEW Standard Highway Sign

Route Markers:
M8-5: Updated to clearview fonts
M8-5a: Updated to clearview fonts

Notes Pertaining to Guide Signs and the Preface have been revised also.

August 15, 2005: The following updates were made to the web site.
Regulatory Signs:
R2-4 K dimension was adjusted

Warning Signs:
W15-1 DIAG Drawing of people was updated

Guide Signs:
D4-2 Modified Vehicle on upper left side of the sign
D4-2c Detail 1 updated the spacing in this detail
D4-4 updated MDOT Logo
E7-1 (1.1) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.1) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.2) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.3) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.4) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.5) updated to clearview font
E8-1 (1.6) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.1) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.2) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.2a) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.3) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.4) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.5) updated to clearview font
E8-2 (1.6) updated to clearview font
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E9-1 (1.1) updated to clearview font
E9-1 (1.2) updated to clearview font

**July 20, 2005:** The following update was made to the web site.
E13-1: The outer border was removed and the dimensions for the vertical distance on the right side of the sign were revised from 7 to 9 inches and the radius was revised from 2 to 6 inches. On the left side of the sign, dimensions were added to show the distance above and below the 30.

**June 17, 2005:** The following updates were made to the web site.
*Warning Signs:*
W-13-2 (page 2-94): Cosmetic Cadd changes were made to several dimensions.

*Information Signs:*
I10-1 (page 6-18): Cosmetic Cadd changes were made to several dimensions.

The following details were updated to ClearView Fonts in May 2005. They are being redistributed this month as cosmetic Cadd changes were made to several dimensions that did not display correctly in the May 2005 version.

*Guide Signs:*
D9-18 (page 5-54.3)
D9-18a (page 5-54.4)
D9-18b (page 5-54.5)
D9-18c (page 5-54.6)
D9-18d & detail (page 5-54.7)
D9-18e (page 5-54.8)
D9-18f (page 5-54.9)
D9-18g (page 5-54.10)
D10-1 (page 5-55)
D10-2 (page 5-55.1)
D10-3 (page 5-56)
Detail A (page 5-56.1)
E11-1 and E11-1a (page 5-95)
E11-1b and E11-1c (page 5-95.1)
E11-1d (page 5-95.2)
Page 5-96 left blank intentionally
E11-1e and E11-1f (page 5-96.1)
E11-2 (1.1) (page 5-97)
E11-2 (1.1a) (page 5-97.1)
E11-2 (1.2) and E11-2 (1.2a) (page 5-97.2)
E11-2 (1.2b) and E11-2 (1.2c) (page 5-97.3)
E11-3 and E11-3 (detail 1) and E11-3 (Support Hole) (page 5-98)
E11-4 (1.1) and E11-4 (1.2) (page 5-99)
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E11-4 (1.3) (page 5-99.1)
E11-4 (1.4) (page 5-100)
E11-4 (1.5) (page 5-100.1)
E11-4 (1.5a) (page 5-100.2)
E11-4 (1.6) (page 5-101)
E11-4 (1.7) (page 5-101.1)
E11-5 (page 5-102)
E11-6 and E11-6a (page 5-102.1)
E11-6b (page 5-102.2)
E11-7 and E11-8 (page 5-103)
E11-15, E11-15a, E11-15b, and E11-15c (page 5-104)
E11-15d, E11-15e, and E11-15f (page 5-104.1)
E11-15g, E11-15h, E11-15j, and E11-15k (page 5-104.2)
E11-15l and E11-15m (page 5-104.3)

Route Markers:
M1-2 (page 3-3):
M3-1 (page 4-5) Column G, Changed from 1" to 0.6"
M3-1a and M3-1b (page 4-6)
M3-2 (page 4-7)
M3-2a and M3-2b (page 4-8)
M3-3 (page 4-9)
M3-3a and M3-3b (page 4-10)
M3-4 (page 4-11)
M3-4a and M3-4b (page 4-12):
M8-1 (page 4-45)
M8-1a (page 4-45.1)
M8-1b (page 4-45.2)
M8-1c (page 4-45.3)
M8-1d (page 4.45.5)
M8-1e (page 4-45.6)
M8-2 (page 4-46)
M8-2a (page 4-46.1)
M8-2b (page 4-46.2)
M8-2c (page 4-46.3)
M8-3 (page 4-47)
M8-3a (page 4-47.1)
M8-3b (page 4-47.2)
M8-3c (page 4-47.3)
M8-4 (page 4-48)
M8-4a (page 4-48.1)

June 2, 2005: SignCAD template files have been created for all freeway signs that are
required to be fabricated using the new Clearview Fonts. These .sgn files are listed
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under "SIGNCAD TEMPLATES" in the "Traffic Consultant Files" category at:
http://mdotwas1.mdot.state.mi.us/public/tands/plans.cfm

If you have any questions on SignCAD Templates, please contact Dave Korman at 517.335.5993 or KORMAND@michigan.gov.

May 24, 2005: The following updates were made to the web site.
Guide Signs:
Renamed E11-14d (page 5-106) to D9-18 (page 5-54.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14f (page 5-106.1) to D9-18a (page 5-54.4): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14e (page 5-106) to D9-18b (page 5-54.5): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14g (page 5-106.1) to D9-18c (page 5-54.6): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14c (page 5-105) to D9-18d_detail (page 5-54.7): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14 (page 5-104) to D9-18e (page 5-54.8): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14a (page 5-104) to D9-18f (page 5-54.9): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Renamed E11-14b (page 5-105) to D9-18g (page 5-54.10): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
D10-1 (page 5-55): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
D10-2 (page 5-55.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
D10-3 (page 5-56): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Detail A (page5-56.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.

E11-1 and E11-1a (page 5-95): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-1b and E11-1c (page 5-95.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-1d (page 5-95.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
Page 5-96 left blank intentionally
E11-1e and E11-1f (page 5-96.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-2 (1.1) (page 5-97): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-2 (1.1a) (page 5-97.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-2 (1.2) and E11-2 (1.2a) (page 5-97.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-2 (1.2b) and E11-2 (1.2c) (page 5-97.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-3 and E11-3 (detail 1) and E11-3 (Support Hole) (page 5-98): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.1) and E11-4 (1.2) (page 5-99): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.3) (page 5-99.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.4) (page 5-100): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.5) (page 5-100.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.5a) (page 5-100.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.6) (page 5-101): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-4 (1.7) (page 5-101.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-5 (page 5-102): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-6 and E11-6a (page 5-102.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
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E11-6b (page 5-102.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-7 and E11-8 (page 5-103): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-15, E11-15a, E11-15b, and E11-15c (page 5-104): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-15d, E11-15e, and E11-15f (page 5-104.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-15g, E11-15h, E11-15i, and E11-15k (page 5-104.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
E11-15l and E11-15m (page 5-104.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.

Information Signs:
I10-1 (page 6-18): Added 2” space above and below the State Police sign.

Route Markers:
M1-2 (page 3-3): Changed the Note to state the following: "A white accent square is to be placed behind shield when used on guide sign (see accent square detail pg. 3-4.1)"
M3-1 (page 4-5): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-1a and M3-1b (page 4.6): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-2 (page 4-7): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-2a and M3-2b (page 4-8): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-3 (page 4.9): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-3a and M3-3b (page 4-10): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-4 (page 4-11): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M3-4a and M3-4b (page 4-12):
M8-1 (page 4-45): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1a (page 4-45.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1a (page 4-45.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1b (page 4-45.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1c (page 4-45.4): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1d (page 4.45.5): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-1e (page 4-45.6): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-2 (page 4-46): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-2a (page 4-46.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-2b (page 4-46.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-2c (page 4-46.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-3 (page 4-47): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-3a (page 4-47.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-3b (page 4-47.2): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-3c (page 4-47.3): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-4 (page 4-48): Updated to ClearView Fonts.
M8-4a (page 4-48.1): Updated to ClearView Fonts.

March 16, 2005: The following update was made to the web site.
E13-1: Revised page number to 5-110.

February 22, 2005: The following updates were made to the web site.
GUIDE SIGNS:
CHANGE LIST for:
MDOT Traffic and Safety, Traffic Signing - Standard Highway Signs

E6-2 (1.5): Updated to use the table below detail E6-2 (1.5)
E-13-1: New. Added to the web site.

December 29, 2004: The following updates were made to the web site.
WARNING SIGNS:
AUX-1 AUX-2: The dimensioning on AUX-2 has been revised to the following:
Left side: "2" is dimensioned as 5C (previously 5).
Right side, top to bottom: 3, 4C, 3 (previously 4), 4C, 4 (previously 3).

November 9, 2004: The following updates were made to the web site.
GUIDE SIGNS:
E6-2 (1.4 & 1.5) Metric has been added to the website.

WARNING SIGNS:
W13-1p Metric was changed to read that the legend and border were black NON-REFLECTIVE.

August 4, 2002: The following Standard Highway Signs were updated on the web site.
GUIDE SIGNS:
D5-2 Aux. (English and Metric) page 5-14.4: deleted

D5-2b (English and Metric) page 5-14.3: deleted
D6-2 (English) Page 5-23: Scenic Overlook was changed to Scenic Turnout.
D6-3 (English) Page 5-24: Scenic Overlook was changed to Scenic Turnout.
D9-4 (English and Metric) page 5-38: deleted
D9-6 Supplemental Panels A & B (English and Metric) page 5-41: deleted
D9-6 Supplemental Panel C (English and Metric) page 5-42: deleted
E11-5 (English) Page 5-102: County Limit (Freeway) Sign had its variable minimum
width changed from 6' min. to 66" min.

REGULATORY SIGNS:
R5-18c (Page 1-71.5): format was adjusted.

July 7, 2004: The following Standard Highway Signs were updated on the web site.
WARNING SIGNS:
W16-1 (English) has been added.

June 16, 2004: The following message was sent out on the listserv.
Preface: English and Metric versions have been updated as of June 15, 2004.
CHANGE LIST for:
MDOT Traffic and Safety, Traffic Signing - Standard Highway Signs

M6-4b (English only) on Page 4-34 of "Route Markers & Route Marker Auxiliaries" has had its background color changed to "green (REFL.)" as of June 10, 2004.

June 7, 2004: A listerv message was sent to inform of the following:
1) Preface: The following paragraph has been added to the Sign Manual Preface, General Specifications, page iii-a. as the new first paragraph under the section Sign Panel Materials: All completed signs shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship. Patches will not be allowed except when authorized by the Engineer. ReflectORIZED sign faces shall be smooth and free from dents, wrinkles, and other defects. They shall exhibit uniform color and brightness over the entire background surface and shall not appear mottled, streaked, or stained when inspected. No sign supports shall be mounted to the side of the sign facing traffic.

2) Sign E6-1 (1.2): The dimension for Panel III, Column K was changed to 10 inches.

April 15, 2004: The following Standard Highway Signs were updated on the web site. WARNING SIGNS: W13-1p (English and Metric) has been added. It is a new sign.

April 8, 2004: The following Standard Highway Signs were updated on the web site.
GUIDE SIGNS:
Sign E1-1(1.1) page 5-65
   Panel I Legend Size becomes 16 UC 12 LC

Sign E1-1 Detail 4 page 5-65.2
   Panel I  Dimension H becomes 12
   Panel II Dimension H becomes 15
   Panel III Dimension H becomes 10

Sign E6-2(1.1) page 5-82
   Panel I  Dimension H becomes 12
   Panel II Dimension H becomes 15
   Panel III Dimension H becomes 10

Sign E6-2(1.2) page 5-82.1
   Panel I  Dimension G becomes 12
   Panel II Dimension G becomes 15
   Panel III Dimension G becomes 10

April 5, 2004: The following Standard Highway Signs were updated on the web site.
GUIDE SIGNS:
E11-1f (page 5-96.1): Changed dimension indicating the distance from the right side of the legend to the right edge of the sign from 14" to 12".
CHANGE LIST for:
MDOT Traffic and Safety, Traffic Signing - Standard Highway Signs

March 15, 2004: The following updates were made to the web site March 1, 2004.
REGULATORY SIGNS:
R5-18c, R5-18d, and R5-18e: These signs were added as directed by Bureau of
Highway Instructional Memorandum 2004-11 dated March 02, 2004. On January 8,
2004, Governor Granholm signed a new law (Public Act 315 of 2003) redefining work
zones and how we inform the motorist when in a work zone. The law becomes effective
April 8, 2004.

Late December 2003: The following updates were made to the web site.
The following items have recently been updated to conform to the Federal SHS Manual.
They are under the category "Standard Highway Signs", on our web site located at
www.mdot.state.mi.us/tands/plans.cfm.

WARNING SIGNS - English
W11-2
W11-2 diagonal

GENERAL INFORMATION SIGNS - English
I5
I5 diagonal
I5-1
I5-1 diagonal

ROUTE MARKERS AND ROUTE MARKER AUXILLARIES - English
M1-2, M1-3 Accent Square
M1-2, M1-3 Square Photo Illustration

December 18, 2003: The following message was sent out on the listserv.
Please disregard the following message that was sent yesterday (December 17, 2003).
It was sent prematurely. We will send another listserv message when the following
drawings are posted to the web site. We apologize for any inconvenience

December 17, 2003: The following message was sent out on the listserv.
2003 Revisions to 2001 Standard Highway Signs- E Series signs

As indicated in this revised section, The 2001 Standard Highway Signs Manual, E
Series has been revised to conform with 1994 Michigan Manual, and the Millennium

As a guideline, the following changes have been made.
CHANGE LIST for:
MDOT Traffic and Safety, Traffic Signing - Standard Highway Signs

The E1-2 Series has been revised back to the E6-1 designation
The E1-3 Series has been revised back to the E6-2 designation
The E4 series has been changed back to E3, to conform with the original English Version of the Standard Highway Signs. Specifically the E4-3 series sign for NEXT X EXITS has been changed back to an E9 designation, to conform with Page 2E-21 of the 1994 Michigan Manual.

Some signs (e.g., "Truck Parking") have been added to conform with the approved section of the Federal Manual.

October 31, 2003: The following drawings were added to the web site.
Regulatory Signs (English and Metric)
Warning Signs (English and Metric)
Route Markers & Route Marker Auxiliaries (English and Metric)
Guide Signs (English and Metric)
General Information Signs (English and Metric)
Civil Defense Signs (English and Metric)
Construction and Maintenance Signs (English and Metric)
School Signs (English and Metric)
Fractional Distance and Arrow Details (English and Metric)
Support Hole Placement (English and Metric)

Please note that the Standard Highway Signs category on our web site is still under development. Expect additions and revisions to this category in the near future.